Abstract: This study focuses on the problem of human face pose estimation based on single image. Traditional methods for 2D-3D feature based pose estimation problem require two inputs, and they cannot work well due to lack of correspondences of input images. We transfer the problem into an optimization problem via six-point template, and solve the problem by time-varying acceleration coefficients particle swarm optimization (TVAC-PSO). Experiments on 40 different poses demonstrate that the TVAC-PSO is superior to either GA or PSO in terms of accuracy.
Introduction
In computer vision, a typical task is to identify specific objects in an image and to determine each object's position and orientation relative to some coordinate system [1] . The combination of position and orientation is referred to as the "pose" of an object [2] . This concept is sometimes used only to describe the orientation [3] .
Pose estimation can be considered as the process of determining the object reference frame w.r.t. the camera reference frame, giving some certain measurements of the object in both frames [4] . The image data from which the pose of an object is determined can be either a single image, a stereo image pair, or an image sequence [5] . The objects can be rather general, including a living being or body parts, e.g., the human face [6] . In this study, we center in the face pose estimation.
Researchers have proposed various methods to solve the face pose estimation problem. At present those methods fall into two categories [7] [8] [9] : (i) Appearance-based approach. The oriented face image is regarded as the whole input to estimate the pose, and (ii) Feature-based approach. Several pairs of corresponding points, lines or curves are employed to approximate solution by iteration [10] .The most classical algorithm is the Perspective N-Point problem [11] , where N is the number of points used and often takes 3, 4, or 5 or more.The former approach may have an accurate result for certain people's face pose, but it needs complicated calculations and is sensitive to different types of faces [12] . Therefore, we focus on the second category. The methods in the second category use the algebraic nature of the problem. They formulate it as an optimization problem.
The problem rises as how to solve the optimization efficiently and robustly. Traditional gradient-based methods have accuracy in estimating the translational parameters but give large errors in estimating the rotational parameters. Statisticians have already proven that when noise level exceeds a given threshold or the number of feature points is below a given threshold, the errors in pose estimation by the gradient-based methods will increase to a high value dramatically.
Sattar et al. used genetic algorithm (GA) to determine the parameters from the knowledge of a given set of points [13] . Zhang et al. proposed a particle swarm optimization (PSO) to get the orientation parameters of two faces [5] . Unfortunately, the estimation errors of both GA and PSOare a bit large. In last decade, scholars have proposed numerous variants of PSO, such as Fitness-scaling PSO (FSPSO) [14] , Adaptive Chaotic PSO (ACPSO) [15] , Bi-Velocity discrete PSO (BVDPSO) [16] , Time-varying Acceleration Coefficients PSO (TVAC-PSO) [17] , Chaotic Catfish PSO (CCPSO) [18] , Restarted Simulated Annealing PSO (RSAPSO) [19] , Chaotic Immune PSO (CIPSO) [20] , etc. Among those variants, the TVAC-PSO is competitive with other state-of-the-art variants, and is applied successfully in many fields [21] [22] [23] . Hence, we decide to employ TVAC-PSO to solve the optimization problem.
Problem Model
The transform between two frames is formulated by the combination of rotation matrix R and translation matrix T. The approaches of estimating translation matrix T were discussed in many literatures; therefore, this paper mainly focuses on the estimation of rotation matrix R. The relationship between object space and image space are given as follow
Here f denotes for the focal length of the camera defined beforehand. (x, y, z)
and (u, v)
T denote for the feature points in the object space, image space and the image plane, respectively. The rotation matrixR can be decomposed to three sub-rotation matrices as
, whereθ x , θ y , θ z are three rotational angles along the x-axis, y-axis, z-axis, respectively. R x (θ x ), R y (θ y ), R z (θ z ) are the corresponding rotation matrices.
Thus, the pose estimation is described as following problem: Given a face image of arbitrary pose, how to get the three rotation angles of the face image w.r.t. his (or her) own front face image [24] . In this study, we choose 6 points as the template points, which contain two outer eye corners, two outer mouth corners, nose tip and chin tip [25] . The automatic selection method is out of scope of this paper. They are marked in sequence as point 1, 2, …, till 6. The origin is set as located at the nose tip position. The 6 points pi (i=1, 2, …, 6) in the 3D coordinates are expressed as follows. 
It should be noted that the x e , x m , y e , y c , y m are all greater than 0 and z e , z c , z m are all less than 0. Then, suppose those 6 points are projected into the image plane, we get 6 image points q' i (i=1,2,…, 6). 
Here, r 1 , r 2 , and r 3 are the row vectors of rotation matrix R, t 1 , t 2 , and t 3 are the row component of translation matrix T. We set T to 0 for simple, since only rotational angles are considered in this paper.
On the basis of this 6-point template, we employed the distance function 
Optimization Algorithm
PSO performs searching via a swarm of particles that updates from iteration to iteration [26] [27] [28] . To seek the optimal solution, each particle moves in the direction to its previously best (pbest) position and the global best (gbest) position in the swarm [29] [30] [31] .The velocity V of particles is updated by
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(5) The inertia weight ω is used to balance the global exploration and local exploitation. The r1 and r2 are uniformly distributed random variables within range [0, 1]. The c1 and c2 are positive constant parameters called "acceleration coefficients" [32] [33] [34] .
The Time Varying Acceleration Coefficients (TVAC) technique is introduced, and we call the combined algorithm of both PSO and TVAC as TVAC-PSO. It can enhance the global search ability in the early stage, and encourage the local search ability of particles at the end of the search. In order to achieve this goal, TVAC-PSO gives more weight on cognitive component and less weight on social component at the former stage, and gives less weight on cognitive component and more weight on social component in the latter stage. Mathematically, TVAC-PSO tunes c1 and c2 as
where c 1i and c 1f represents the initial and final value of c 1 , respectively. c 2i and c 2f represents the initial and final value of c 2 , respectively.
Experiments
The template subject with 40 poses were photographed and taken as test images, of which the three rotational angles are uniformly distributed within the range [0, 180] in unit of degree. GA [13] and PSO [5] are chosen as the comparison basis.
First, we estimate three angles of rotationat the condition without noises. The errors distributions of GA, PSO, and TVAC-PSO over all 40 poses are shown in Figure 1 . The central red mark represents the median, the edges of the box are the 25th and 75th percentiles, and the whiskers extend to the most extreme data points. Outliers are plot individually if exists. The mean and standard deviation (Std.) of the error values are listed in Table 1 . 
Discussions and Conclusions
It is easily observed from results in Table 1 that: for ∆θx, the mean error of GA is the highest of 0.0445, PSO reduces it to only 0.0384, and TVAC-PSO obtains the least error of 0.0347. For ∆θy, GA again performs worst with mean error of 0.0484, PSO ranks second of 0.0482, and the TVAC-PSO of only 0.0451. For ∆θz, PSO performs worst with mean error of 0.0179, followed by GA of 0.0168, and the proposed TVAC-PSO has the best result of merely 0.0151. Furthermore, the difference of the Std. between TVAC-PSO and GA/PSO is not statistically significant. This is our future research direction. In addition, the proposed TVACPSOalgorithm excels both GA and PSO in noise-free cases. The three rotational parameters estimated by TVAC-PSO are quite close to their corresponding realistic values.
The curves in Figure 2 suggests that estimation errors are acceptable (<0.55 degree) under the condition that the noise variance is not larger than 0.05. Generally, most of practical conditions meet this constrain. Therefore, the proposed method is practical. Besides, the curve of the proposed TVAC-PSO increases not as sharply as GA and PSO method, which indicates that the TVAC-PSO is less sensitive to noises. In addition, the rotational angle along y-axis has a tendency of increases relatively slowly compared to the angle along x-and z-axis. This suggests us the estimation of ∆θy may be more robust than ∆θx and ∆θz. The reason may lie in the image acquiring method of our experiment. We will try to increase the number of subjects and the number of poses in the experiment design.
The contribution of this paper focuses on following aspects: (i) We apply the TVAC-PSO to the field of face pose estimation; (ii) We prove that the TVAC-PSO estimate in average more closely to realistic values in estimating three rotational angles at either noise-free or noisy conditions. (iii) We find TVAC-PSO did not improve the standard deviation compared to GA and PSO. 
